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Discover the wild north

The three villages of
Utsjoki welcome you to
the outdoors, their fells,
big skies and vibrant Sámi
culture at the top of Finland.
Utsjoki, Finland’s northernmost municipality,
lets you unwind, breathe and recharge.
The stunning arctic nature and wilderness
take your breath away in any season. Utsjoki is a prime region to see the northern lights
in Finland. The Teno River wows anglers and
paddlers alike. The greatest fell wilderness in
Finland is begging to be trekked, pedalled and
skied.
Life in Utsjoki is settled around its three villages: Karigasniemi, Utsjoki and Nuorgam. In
addition to the great outdoors, the villages welcome you to experience modern-day Sámi life,
incredible cuisine and unique accommodation
in spectacular surroundings.
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In Utsjoki, it’s easy to see how reindeer husbandry, handicrafts and
fishing are a vital part of Sámi culture and local life.

TH E F IS HI N G
V IL L AGE
Karigasniemi is spectacular for
ﬁshing. To see for yourself, rent
a boat and lure wild salmon. If
you prefer ﬂy ﬁshing, the tops of
Inarijoki, the fell streams of Utsjoki Fishing Area in Paistunturi and
both banks of the Teno are great
options. Village House Sáivu will
brew you a fresh batch of coffee to
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The westernmost village in Utsjoki mu-
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nicipality, Karigasniemi (Garegasnjar-

áiv
u

ga), is at the heart of Sápmi, a junction
between three languages and cultures:
Sámi, Finnish and Norwegian. Nearby,
the Inarijoki and Kaarasjoki rivers join
and form the mighty River Teno. The
surrounding nature is full of fantastic
locations for wilderness fishing as well
as fly fishing in the smaller streams.
Stunning landscapes and serenity can
be found in the nearby Paistuntunturi
and Muotkatunturi Wilderness Areas
as well as the Kevo Strict Nature Reserve. In fact, the Karigasniemi area
has abundant opportunities for hiking
and fishing throughout the year.

from the region.

E X P LORE
SÁ MI CULTURE
You need only travel 18 km from
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Karigasniemi to reach Norway.
Notable sights in Karasjok include
the Sámi Museum, Sámi Centre for

The Sulaoja spring is the largest of

Contemporary Art and Sápmi Park.

its kind in Finland and a great outing for the whole family. According
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to folklore, the source of Suttesgáldu, or Sulaoja, is thought to have

The most notable lakes in the Pais-

healing properties. The Sulaoja Na-

tunturi Wilderness Area are the

ture Trail is located 10 km east from

Luomusjärvet lakes which are sep-

Karigasniemi. The trails into Kevo

arated by a magnificent ridge. The

Strict Nature Reserve also start

Kevo Trail runs through this nar-

here. Reaching the Kevo Canyon

row sandy ridge. If you look closely,

from Sulaoja requires a 20-kilome-

you can find signs of old trapping

tre hike.

pits.

E L L IN P OLK U
TR A IL
The Ellin polku trail is one of several scenic routes around the village.
It makes for a lovely, leisurely day
trip. At 3.8 kilometres, the route

UT SJ O K I

runs through heath forests towards
the Teno. A day hut and campsite

You can get to Utsjoki village from

await visitors at the Aittikoski

Karigasniemi via the most beautiful

beach.

road in Finland, running along the
Teno River, surrounded by rugged fells
on both sides. The icing on the cake is
the scenic Ailigastunturi fell, climbing up from the village and the Sámi
Bridge. On summer nights, the village
bathes in the midnight sun, whereas
winter’s polar night casts a million
shades of blue.
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One of the greatest sights in Utsjo-

Fresh buns and coffee lure the peo-

ki, the church huts, are a national

ple of Utsjoki to sit down and min-

treasure of culture and history.

gle at Village House Giisá’s cosy

These huts housed Sámi families

café. The same building houses

during church services and mar-

the local Visitor Centre and hand-

kets, as the way back home was

icraft shop Šiella, the best place to

often long and arduous. The oldest

get genuine local souvenirs. Don’t

surviving hut is from the 18th cen-

forget to browse their selection of

tury. A picturesque view of Lake

Sámi literature! Šiella also operates

Mantojärvi opens up behind the

a handicraft shop at the Utsjoki

hay-covered huts.

You can also

embark on the two-kilometre Ulriikan polku trail, which is suitable
for the whole family.

church huts in the summertime.

S KA ID IJÄRV I
TR A I L
The Skaidijärvi Trail is 5.8 km long
and starts from the Pulmankijärventie road, about one kilometre
from Nuorgam village. The route
starts on a snowmobile trail and
later joins the old trail towards
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Skaidijärvi (Skáidejávri). The Forest and Park Service maintains a

The northernmost village in the EU,

campsite at Skaidijärvi that has

Nuorgam, is truly authentic. The vil-

a day hut, outhouse, recycling bin

lage is lively, thanks to its location

and firewood shed. Skaidijärvi is

right at the Norwegian border, and lives
off the surrounding nature, tourism
and cross-border traffic. The Nuorgam
backwater and the roaring rapids of

home to arctic char, and as such
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all forms of fishing (including ice
fishing) require a permit from the

Alaköngäs are prime spots for anglers.

The road to Lake Pulmankijärvi is

If you want to see the sweeping high-

breath-taking.

lands surrounding Nuorgam, several

special because it used to be a fjord

nature trails will take you there.

in the Arctic Ocean, before the land

Pulmankijärvi

Forest and Park Service.

is

rebounded after the last glacial
period. This is why Pulmankijärvi

TH E N OR THERNMOS T P OI NT OF
TH E E U I S I N
N UORGAM

supports such peculiar flora and
is even home to flounder, usually

The very top of Finland, by the Nor-

a saltwater fish. The famous Pul-

wegian border, is the northernmost

mankijärvi–Sevettijärvi

Hiking

point of the European Union and

Trail also starts south of Lake Pul-

Finland – 500 kilometres north of

mankijärvi. The trail runs 60 to 70

the Arctic Circle. A plaque marks

kilometres depending on the route.

the spot.

For the best services and
tips, go to the locals
SL EEP
T I GHT

O U T DO O R
ACT I VI T I E S

N O R T HE RN
DE LI C AC I E S

The region has plenty of options for

Local businesses offer guided trips

Every village has its gastronomic

accommodation. All three villages

in nature and on the waters as well

treats for travellers. The regional

have capacity for your needs, be it

as fishing, snowmobiling, reindeer

specialities are local reindeer and

a hotel, holiday camp, caravan park

safaris, northern lights hunting

salmon from the mighty Teno. And

or cabin in the wilderness or along

and various other outdoor activi-

for dessert, arctic cloudberries

the Teno.

ties. You can also rent equipment

can’t be missed.

such as bicycles, hiking gear and
canoes.

Ask for day trips to the
Arctic Ocean!

A brew in the fells
is the taste of freedom
E N J OY
T H E SI LEN CE

EXP E R I E N C E
THE WI LDE RNE SS

C O NNE C T
WI T H T HE L AND

As the polar night sets in, you can

There is no better way to grasp the

Is there anything better than a

hear the Teno crackle in the dusk

wilderness than an excursion un-

crackling campfire in nature? Uts-

as it freezes. When the northern

der the midnight sun. A local guide

joki helps you connect with nature

lights glow above the fells on a

will give you the confidence to ex-

– you’re surrounded with it – but

starry night, there’s no denying the

plore and experience nature unlike

you can also deepen your bond by

connection we have with nature.

ever before.

fishing, hunting or just marvelling

And who can even think of hurry

at its majesty from the comfort of

in the white serenity of the fells?

The fells can be easily accessed

your lodging. Or you can pay atten-

If you need to break a sweat before

either by fatbike or simply hik-

tion to the way traditions are still

you can relax, try fatbiking or trail

ing. Canoeing, stand up paddling

part of everyday life, customs, work

running in the wilderness or the

or boating help you see the Teno

and handicrafts. However, one of

Nature is easily accessible in Uts-

open fells. Finish off with a sauna

delta from a different perspective.

the best ways to enjoy the local

joki. There is plenty to see, whether

or a swim in the outdoors to really

The arctic fauna and flora coupled

traditions must be food: local fish,

you prefer to journey by bike, skis

reap the benefits.

with the golden midnight sun – not

meat and berries are valued trea-

or car. Many short, easy nature

to mention the northern lights –

sures in Utsjoki.

trails dot the region and provide

make sure the camera is never out

experiences even for the smallest

of your hands. And have you seen

hikers.

the incredible fall colours of the
fells?.
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The legendary Teno River is one of

Utsjoki is a prime region to see the

There are three fells named Ailigastunturi in Finland –

Europe’s most important and plen-

northern lights in Finland: the arc-

all in the Utsjoki region. The smallest among them, found

tiful salmon rivers. The greatest

tic location and open scenery cre-

next to Utsjoki village, has a beautiful view of the Teno

uninhibited salmon river in North-

ate an ideal setting for aurora hunt-

valley from its peak at 342 metres. The Ailigas closest to

ern Europe has provided food for

ing. These natural marvels can be

Nuvvus, along the River Teno, rises 535 metres above sea

the local people and attracted trav-

best seen on dark nights from Sep-

level. The highest of the three is in Karigasniemi, reaching

ellers for centuries.

tember to March.

620 metres. The fell has several peaks, the tallest of which
is called Láŋká.

The largest arctic
wilderness areas in Finland
K AL DOA IVI

PA IS T U NT U RI

K E VO

Kaldoaivi in eastern Utsjoki is the

Paistunturit is a vast, unbroken

The Kevo Strict Nature Reserve is

largest wilderness area in Finland.

wilderness area as well as a group

one of Finland’s most rugged des-

The roadless wilderness ranges

of fells, the highest of which are

tinations. The route runs through

from steep river valleys to mellow

Kaimoaivi (646 m) and Guivi (642

a varying landscape, from beauti-

fells and low-lying flats. You may

m). The landscape is ruled by fells,

ful birch groves to majestic high-

also come across a fuselage left

heather and birch, making for easy

lands. The main attractions are the

behind from a plane crash in 1944.

travel. There are marked routes and

40-kilometre Kevo Canyon and the

Kaldoaivi is suitable for day trips as

trails, but you can also choose your

26-metre Fiellu waterfall.

well as extended hikes.

own path on foot or by bike.
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Distances:

At the top of Finland, Utsjoki, the

Utsjoki – Helsinki 1 267 km

northern terminus for road E75,

Utsjoki – Ivalo 176 km

is the northernmost region in the

Utsjoki – Rovaniemi airport 453 km

EU. There are nearly 10 times more

Utsjoki – Nuorgam 43 km

reindeer than people in Utsjoki.

Utsjoki – Karigasniemi 101 km

Utsjoki is the only predominantly
Sámi municipality in Finland.

Nuorgam – Arctic Ocean 35 km
Nuorgam – Kirkenes 159 km
Karigasniemi – Lakselv 92 km
Karigasniemi – Nordkapp 284 km
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In the North, the journey is part of the
adventure. The way might be long, but
the views more than make up for it.

Listen to the
Wild North.
Adventure awaits
you in Utsjoki.
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